
 

2019 Family Guide 

This guide is not meant as a standalone document. We expect that you will communicate with camp directly during the summer, and the camp 

staff will communicate with you. There are also recorded webinars with much of this information, which should be viewed. The documents in 

this guide are subject to change, and if you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us directly and we’ll be happy to answer.  

Our Philosophy 

The essence of Camp Twelve Trails is our dedication to universally shared values central to Jewish life. Our proactive integration of these values 

into everything we do, supports children of all backgrounds and helps them grow into amazing people. Our warm, welcoming culture fosters a 

vibrant camp community where we all look out for each other and take care of the world around us. 

After five days full of fun and activity, we end each week by coming together to recognize our accomplishments, celebrate in song, and reflect to 

welcome the Sabbath.  

Our Jewish Values 

1. We are a Welcoming Community 

2. We are Keepers of the Earth 

3. We Care for our Bodies 

4. We Love Learning and Pursue our Passions 

5. We Value Community and Reflection 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are the contacts for all members of the leadership team at camp during the summer. Please refer all communication regarding your 
child, to the appropriate tribe leaders or program heads.  In the event that you are not getting the proper communication, you can always 
reach the Camp Director on his personal cell phone listed above.  

Who to contact at camp 

Assistant Director – Dara Garcia 
dara.garcia@camptwelvetrails.org 

CIT Program  
CIT Coordinator – Jamie Guthrie 

jamie.guthrie@camptwelvetrails.org 

Inclusion Team 

Director of Inclusion - Steve Fondacaro  
steve.fondacaro@camptwelvetrails.org 

Camp Director – Adam Benmoise 
adam.benmoise@camptwelvetrails.org 
Office – 646-518-3731 
Cell – 917-723-4244  

Main Camp Phone  
845-735-2383  

Assistant Director – Roxanne Parets 
roxanne.parets@camptwelvetrails.org 

JCC Hudson Community Liaison – Kayla Reisman 
Kayla.Reisman@camptwelvetrails.org 

Riverdale Y Liaison – Sam Sullivan 
sam.sullivan@camptwelvetrails.org 

Riverdale Y Liaison – Sam Sullivan 
sam.sullivan@camptwelvetrails.org 

Teen Adventure 

Teen Directors 
Rebecca Schonberg 

teens@camptwelvetrails.org 

For Attendance & busing contact  
Transportation Coordinator – Anna Santos 

Transportation@camptwelvetrails.org 
Phone – 917-272-4092 

For swim related Issues 
Aquatics Coordinator – Erin Von Dollen 

swim@camptwelvetrails.org 

Pioneers 

 
Pioneers Division Head – Ann Zisser 
ann.zisser@camptwelvetrails.org 

 
Tribe Miriam (Kinder) – Beth Lobosov 
Miriam@camptwelvetrails.org 

 

Tribe Shimon (1
st

) Liat Friedman 
Shimon@camptwelvetrails.org 
 

Tribe Levi (2
nd

) – Austin Guzman 
Levi@camptwelvetrails.org  

Trailblazers 

 
Trailblazer Division Head – Sam Sullivan 
sam.sullivan@camptwelvetrails.org 

 

Unit Judah (3
rd

) – Walter Caseres 
Judah@camptwelvetrails.org 

 

Unit Hagar (4
th

) Kisly Nova 
Hagar@camptwelvetrails.org 
 

Unit Zebulon (5
th

/6
th

) – Emma Sprecher 
Zebulon@camptwelvetrails.org  

Inclusion Team 

Director of Inclusion - Steve Fondacaro  
steve.fondacaro@camptwelvetrails.org 

 
Level 1 Coordinator Pioneers  

Lauren Summerill 
Lauren.Summerill@camptwelvetrails.org 

Level 1 Coordinator Trailblazers 

Arienny De Jesus Flores 
Arienny.dejesus@camptwelvetrails.org 

 
Level 2 Coordinator – Tracey Wiener 
tracey.wiener@camptwelvetrails.org  



 

Pioneers & Trailblazer Calendar 



 



 

Teen Adventures Calendar 



 



Camp Transportation 

Everyone on our staff is committed to understanding that the camp day starts when we get to the bus stop, not when we get to camp. This 

means that staff members will be at the bus stop ready to greet you with a smile every morning.  They know that kids are excited to start the 

camp day, and they’ll be just as excited. They also know that kids might be a little nervous about camp, and we’re also there to help with that. 

We encourage you to get to know the staff at your bus stop and help them get to know you too.  If you need to leave before the bus leaves 

because of your busy schedules, as long as a staff member is there, you should feel comfortable leaving you camper in our care.  That’s what 

we’re here for.  

If you are dropping you child off at the Shames JCC on Hudson, you’ll drop off in by the west entrance where a staff member will greet you and 

mark your child down on the morning attendance. That staff member will bring them into the building to wait for the buses, and then you’re all 

set. They’ll board the bus when the buses arrive and from there they’ll head off to camp.  If your drop off point is at the Y of Washington Heights, 

or the Riverdale Y, please wait for the bus inside the building. We do this for safety and security reasons of course.  

In addition to the general staff that you see at your bus stop every morning, each bus will have one designated bus captain. The bus captain rides 

the bus for the entire route from start to finish, they manage the bus attendance and are there for all of your needs at the bus stop.  Each bus 

captain will have a cell phone number and that number will be distributed to all parents of each bus so that you can reach them in the event of a 

pickup change or if you’re running late.  The bus captain is also the person you should speak with if there’s a note or a message that you need to 

get to your child’s counselor. They’ll be the ones to give that note to and it will be passed on when they arrive at camp.  

The bus captain manages the attendance on the bus each day, and attendance is important because it’s directly tied to child safety and 

supervision.  We take attendance when campers get on the bus each morning. We take attendance again when they get on the bus at the end of 

the camp day, and then we mark off each camper once they are picked up.  This system is designed to ensure that every camp is accounted for 

and we go to great lengths to make certain our lists are accurate. It’s because of this that camp has the policy that campers must ride the same 

bus in the afternoons as they do in the morning. We don’t permit switching of buses, because that makes it harder for us to account for children 

and it puts the campers’ safety in jeopardy.   

Along the same lines, we also need to make certain that the people who are picking up our campers are the right people who have been 

authorized to do so.  And because of that we have a policy of checking ID’s at the bus stop. Our bus captains are trained and know that they 

need to be checking ID’s for anyone picking up, including the parents.  Until our bus captains get to know you better, and are familiar with the 

regular pick up people, they will be checking ID’s. So it’s important to make sure you have your ID with you when picking up, and anyone else 

who might be picking up your child has their ID as well.   



Checking ID’s can also make the routes go a little slower, especially on those first couple days as we get used to the routines, but we ask that you 

are patient with us as we go through those routines and our captains get more comfortable with the route.  

For those Teen Adventure families, there may be days where we have alternate bus routines to accommodate for the trips they’ll be taking.  The 
teens take trips every week sometime multiple days, sometimes with luggage, and it doesn’t always make sense for the teens to come to camp 
first before departing on the trips so we need to prepare alternate bus schedules on those days.  At the Teen Adventure Parent Orientation, the 
full bus schedule will be distributed and all that information will be explained in detail. 

Authorized Pick Ups 

It’s very important that you add any of the people who might be picking up your child during the summer, to the authorized pick up list. This 

includes, other relatives, babysitters, or even other parents at the bus stop whom you’re friends with.  You can add them by logging into your 

parent dashboard account, and clicking the authorized pick up tab. There, you can enter their name and information so that we have it. You can 

even upload a picture so we know who to expect at the bus stop.  You are required to enter a first, and last name, the relationship to the 

camper, and a cell phone number in the event that we need to reach them.  

This list can be updated anytime during the summer, if you change a babysitter or you want to add someone new. Just please note that we only 

print new lists for the start of each week so if you are making a change mid-week, you should do so here on the parent dashboard but then also 

email our transportation coordinator so we can relay the information to the bus captain and they can add it manually. Ok so if your child is going 

to absent from camp, it’s helpful if you communicate that to us so that the bus isn’t waiting and we’re not wondering if you’ll be there. The way 

to do that is to email our Transportation Coordinator.  They will record the absence and relay the info to the bus so that we’re not waiting and 

things can move on schedule.  

If you’re running late, you can contact the Transportation Coordinator as well, we will do our best to hold the bus if we can, and sometimes on 

rare occasions we might be able to hold a different bus if that’s the only option, but calling us in that situation is the best chance. In the event 

that the buses have all moved on, the only other option would be to drive to camp and drop off there.   

We also know that sometimes it’s necessary for you to drop off or pick up at camp because of your schedules and things that come up during the 

summer. The good news is that we can make that accommodation.  There are some rules to follow with this arrangement and they are as 

follows: 

If you are dropping off at camp, you must do so before 8:45. A little close to 9, the buses start to roll in and we don’t want you getting stuck 

waiting for the buses to come in, so dropping off before 8:45 is ideal.  Similarly, if you have to pick up from camp, you need to do so no later 

than 3:45, for the same reason, buses start getting lined up at 4 pm and we start loading them shortly thereafter, and we can’t have cars coming 



in and out at that time.  If you do happen to arrive later than expected, you may need to wait till all the buses have arrived or left before you can 

pick up or drop off.  When you do drive to camp, there will be security there who will ask your name and why you are driving in.  They will 

instruct you as to where you can park and we will have a small parent waiting area by the parking lot.  You are not permitted to drive or walk 

into camp unattended, and security will be sure to remind you of that.  

But the most important point is that any alternate pick up or drop off has to be cleared with the Transportation Coordinator at least 24 hours in 

advance.  We do this so that we can prepare our staff and so that the security on the campgrounds knows to expect you.  Please make sure that 

you follow this policy.   

Text Messages 

Lastly, one of the ways we communicate with you about busing is via text messaging. Shortly before camp begins, you’ll be receiving an email 

asking you to opt in for text messaging.  The text messaging is done directly through the parent dashboard, we don’t use an outside service and 

your number will never be given out. We use this in the event that we have a bus delay and we want to inform you of that.  So if we know the 

bus is running late, if they’ve hit traffic or if we’ve left camp later than expected, we’re going to send you a text notifying you of that delay. Keep 

in mind that these are for more significant bus delays. Especially for our buses in the city, up to 10 minute delays are pretty common given city 

traffic and so for those typical delays you will have to remain patient.  We do our best to be proactive and get those messages out as soon as we 

know of a delay, but we don’t always know right away, we try to do our best. Text messages are also bus specific and will be sent directly to the 

phone that is listed on your parent dashboard account.  We may also from time to time send quick reminders about dress up days or other camp 

events and deadlines, but we will never misuse this and so it’s really important that do opt in for text messages so that you don’t miss anything. 

 

  



 



 

[Grab your reader’s attention with a great quote from the document or use this space to emphasize a key point. To place this text box anywhere on 

the page, just drag it.] 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What campers bring to camp each day is really important. They have to be prepared.  Campers will swim twice a day and so they need 2 bathing 

suits and 2 towels.  Staying hydrated is also important and so we ask every campers to carry a water bottle with them.  We will refill it several 

times.  We also need to protect ourselves from the sun so please send your child to camp with sunscreen on and we will reapply repeatedly 

throughout the day. Lunch is super important. You must send a lunch with your kids each day.  Camp does provide a snack when campers get off 

the bus in the morning, typically fruit or a breakfast bar.  And then another snack in the afternoon before they get back on the bus, sometime 

pretzels or cheezits, or other fruit. We try our best to keep the snacks healthy.  The lunch you send with them should be filling and nutritious as 

it is a long day at camp, but we also ask that the lunch be Kosher Style. Kosher Style means no dairy and meat mixed, and no pork or shellfish 

products.  The easiest way to stick to this policy is to keep everything in the lunch dairy, and then you’re all set. We are also a peanut free camp 

What to bring to camp each day 

2 

2 Bathing suits and 2 towels for swim twice a day  

Water Bottle 

Sunscreen 

Sneakers or 

closed toe shoes 

Kosher Style 

Lunch 

Hat for Sun 

Protection 



so please no peanut products.  You can do peanut butter substitutes like almond butter, or Sunflower butter. The lunches are collected for each 

group in the morning when campers arrive, and they get put in the refrigerator till lunch time when they are brought out to the group.  

Unfortunately we can’t heat up the lunches. Good lunch options are sandwiches, salads, pasta etc.  

Swimming at Camp 

 

At camp we use the standard Red Cross Swim levels, but what we do is take each level and break it down into three sub levels.  We do this so 

that we have smaller swimming groups, and better camper to lifeguard ratios.  Typically there is one lifeguard to 7 or 8 kids in a swim group, plus 

all the counselors are in the pool as well.  But we also split up the levels so that campers can move up faster and build more confidence as their 

swimming progresses. For some campers it could take a whole summer to move up and they might only be at camp for three weeks. Doing it this 

way, we have campers moving up almost weekly.  

On your camper’s first day at camp, they’ll take a quick swim test. Nothing difficult. We’re just trying to assess their abilities and see what level 

they might be at. For those who can’t swim at all, we’ll know and the goal for them is to make sure they get comfortable in the water and build 

up their confidence to do more.  Once they are put in a swim level, they’ll be in that group for instructional swim, and they’ll continue to work 

on those skills till they are proficient and can move up to the next level.  

On the next page you’ll see the levels and skills the campers will be working on in the program.  We gave them cute fish names like splasher and 

goldfish and dolphin. Each row of three is one Red Cross level, and you can see all the skills your camper will be working on in each level.   

There are lots of reasons why you might think that your camper was put in the wrong swim level.  Sometimes they haven’t swam since last 

summer, or maybe they were bit nervous for the swim test. Not to worry our system is designed so that the lifeguards are constantly evaluating 

the campers, and as soon as they see they have mastered the skills, they will get moved up.  If you think your camper might be in the wrong 

level, you can contact the Erin and she will bring it to the lifeguard’s attention so that they can observe better and see if maybe they were wrong 

and the camper does need to move up. And when they do move up, you’ll hear from us to know that has happened, and what skills they’ll be 

working on in that next level.  

Swim is super fun for the kids, but of course it needs to be safe.  Our lifeguards are all certified and well trained with plenty of experience.  They 

are in the water for instruction, out of the water guarding for the rec swims, and of course all of our staff are in the water with the kids for every 

swim.  We have the buddy system at the pool and we are required to do buddy checks at every swim. We also give each camper a swim bracelet 

that corresponds to the swim level and the depth of the pool that they can be at.  Safety first everywhere in camp, but most importantly at the 

pool.    



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The swim levels 



 

 

 

Sample Pioneers Schedule 



 

 

 

Sample Trailblazer Schedule 



 

 

We also do a lot of fun communication during the summer. We are all over Instagram, and Facebook. We have newsletters, blogs, we post 

pictures.  

We know that your campers are not going to tell you everything that happens each day at camp. You’re lucky if they give you one little tidbit 

before it’s time for dinner and then bed, so we use these tools to bring you into the camp experience so that you know what’s happening at 

camp each day.   

Our blogs and photos are all on Camp Today which you can access directly through the parent portal as you can see on the top right here.  And 

you’ll have access to all the items that pertain to your camper.   

These are all great tools with so much content all summer long that should absolutely be used during the summer so that you know everything 

that’s happening and you are able to talk to your kids about all the amazing things they are doing at camp.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Camp Today/Social Media/Newsletters 


